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Abstract: We demonstrate that heterogeneous/biphasic chem-
ical reactions can be monitored with high spectroscopic
resolution using zero-field nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy. This is possible because magnetic susceptibility
broadening is negligible at ultralow magnetic fields. We show
the two-step hydrogenation of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate
with para-enriched hydrogen gas in conventional glass NMR
tubes, as well as in a titanium tube. The low frequency zero-
field NMR signals ensure that there is no significant signal
attenuation arising from shielding by the electrically conduc-
tive sample container. This method paves the way for in situ
monitoring of reactions in complex heterogeneous multiphase
systems and in reactors made of conductive materials while
maintaining resolution and chemical specificity.

Introduction

High-field nuclear magnetic resonance (HF NMR) spec-
troscopy is a powerful analytical tool for reaction monitoring,
as it provides structural and chemical information about
a sample in a quantitative and non-invasive manner. How-
ever, the operation of conventional NMR spectrometers
imposes substantial restrictions on its applicability for in situ
reaction monitoring. Reactions carried out in metallic con-
tainers cannot be addressed by HF NMR (typically, NMR
sample containers are made of glass, quartz, plastic or
ceramic), and heterogeneous samples generally yield low-
resolution spectra owing to magnetic susceptibility induced

field gradients.[1, 2] Nevertheless, NMR spectroscopy is exten-
sively applied for analyses of reactions conducted in NMR
tubes,[3, 4] and for offline analysis of aliquots from chemical
reactors.[5] More advanced approaches such as rapid injec-
tion[6–8] and stopped-flow analysis[9–11] have been proposed to
study rapid kinetics and have allowed direct observation of
reactive intermediate species. However, these approaches are
not generally compatible with operando analyses.[12] To
overcome this drawback online NMR reaction monitoring
was introduced, which involves transfer of a homogeneous
reaction mixture from a reactor to the NMR magnet for the
detection of the flowing sample without the need for discrete
sampling or exposing the reaction mixture to the external
atmosphere.[13–19] At the same time, the studies of heteroge-
neous reactors and reacting systems[20, 21] require different
experimental approaches.

An alternative approach is to use zero- to ultralow-field
(ZULF) NMR,[22–26] in which the NMR experiment is
performed in the absence of a strong[88] external magnetic

field. This is the regime in which, in contrast to HF NMR,

intramolecular J-couplings (electron-mediated indirect nuclear

spin–spin couplings) are the dominant interaction, and the

nuclear Zeeman interactionmay be treated as a perturbation.[27]

By operating under these conditions, there is negligible

magnetic susceptibility broadening for heterogeneous samples

(e.g. in biphasic or porous media),[26] and the low-frequency

magnetic fields readily penetrate metals.[28] As an example, the

depth of penetration of an oscillating magnetic field (the skin
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88 “Strong” corresponds to the condition jg1 B@g2 B j @ 2p j J12 j , with gi

the gyromagnetic ratio of spin i, B the magnetic field strength, and Jij

the J coupling between spins i and j.
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depth) for stainless steel at a frequency of 100 MHz is

approximately 42 mm, but increases to around 42 mm at

100 Hz. Moreover, in ZULF NMR, narrow resonance line-

widths can be achieved, allowing for precise measurements of

J-couplings.[29] Since J-couplings are dependent on molecular

structure, this allows for chemical fingerprinting and analy-

sis[30, 31] despite the fact that chemical shift information is not

available at these magnetic fields. The combination of narrow

linewidths due to the absence of susceptibility broadening and

the ability to measure inside metal containers makes

ZULF NMR a promising technique for in situ chemical

reaction monitoring under practical conditions.

In HF NMR, nuclear spins are typically polarized prior to
detection by the large magnetic field of an NMR instrument.
In ZULF NMR, several alternative sample polarization
modalities have been demonstrated, including sample pre-
polarization in an external field,[26] and sample hyperpolari-
zation.[32–36] Parahydrogen-induced polarization (PHIP)[37,38]

is a class of hyperpolarization techniques which deliver spin
polarization to a sample by way of a nuclear spin isomer of the
hydrogen molecule, namely parahydrogen, characterized by
zero total nuclear spin of the two hydrogen atoms. Para-
enriched hydrogen (p-H2) can be generated by cooling
hydrogen gas in the presence of a paramagnetic material.[39]

In PHIP, the singlet spin order of parahydrogen can be
converted into enhanced (nonequilibrium) nuclear magnet-
ization of the hydrogenation product if p-H2 is added in
a pairwise manner to an unsaturated precursor using a suitable
hydrogenation catalyst.[40] Spin-polarization levels of a few to
a few tens of % can be achieved with PHIP depending on
experimental implementation.[41–48] In ZULF NMR experi-
ments, enhanced signals can be observed if there is a hetero-
nuclear spin present in the molecule which renders the
parahydrogen-derived protons magnetically inequivalent.[32]

In this work we study two-step hydrogenation of an
unsaturated precursor molecule with para-enriched hydrogen
gas using ZULF NMR. This is done by continuously bubbling
the hydrogen gas into samples containing dissolved dimethyl
acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD) along with the appropriate
catalyst, and observing the NMR signals of the hydrogenation
products (dimethyl maleate and dimethyl succinate) over
time with a commercial atomic magnetometer.[49] Magnetic
shielding and compensating coils are used to create the “zero-
field” region, with residual magnetic-field intensity on the
order of 10–100 pT, although the magnetometer can operate
in fields up to 50 nT. A schematic of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 1.

Results and Discussion

In all experiments, the initial reaction solution was
500 mm DMAD and 5 mm [Rh(dppb)(COD)]BF4 catalyst in
[D6]acetone. Deuterated acetone was used to extend the
lifetime of hyperpolarized spin order. Figure 2 shows
a ZULF NMR spectrum acquired while bubbling para-
enriched hydrogen gas into 2 mL of reaction solution in
a titanium NMR tube. The spectrum is the average of
32 transients. Experimental details can be found in the

Materials and Methods section of the Supporting Informa-
tion.

One set of peaks at 160–172 Hz corresponds to 1JCH

& 167 Hz, the one-bond coupling of a parahydrogen-derived
proton to the 13C nucleus (at 2.2% natural abundance due to
the molecular symmetry) in dimethyl maleate, split by
coupling to the proton of its second methine (12CH) group.
A second set of peaks at 185–205 Hz corresponds to 3/2 X
133 Hz one-bond 1H–13C coupling in dimethyl succinate, split
by coupling to the protons in the other methylene (12CH2)
group. A simulated spectrum is shown beneath, and details of
the simulations can be found in the Supporting Information.
There is an additional peak in the succinate spectrum at
195 Hz that is not accounted for in the simulation, even if
a term in the initial density matrix corresponding to hyper-
polarized spin order carried over from maleate is included.
This peak grows and shrinks at the same rate as the other
succinate peaks over the course of the reaction and is possibly
a side product such as monomethyl succinate or succinic
anhydride; this is subject to further investigation.

The J-couplings in the two product molecules are shown in
Figure 3. Some J-coupling values were taken from the
literature[50] as a starting point, and then the couplings were
adjusted until the simulated spectra fit the data. We are able
to extract not only the magnitude of the J-couplings, but also
the relative signs. In addition, the zero-field spectra reveal

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. An NMR tube (5 mm
outside diameter (O.D.) glass, or 12 mm O.D. titanium) containing
the sample is held in the center of a magnetically shielded volume. An
atomic magnetometer is positioned adjacent to the sample, and
a Helmholtz coil pair is used to apply magnetic-field pulses along the
sensitive axis of the magnetometer. Further details are provided in the
Materials and Methods section of the Supporting Information.
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details about the stereochemistry of the catalytic products. It
has been reported in the literature that JH1H4 is larger than
JH1H2,

[50] and from this we were able to determine that the
second p-H2 proton pair likely occupies positions H1 + H4 (or
equivalently H2 + H3) on the final product. Details on how the

simulations were performed are given in the Supporting
Information.

The hydrogenation reaction was then monitored in
a pressurizable 5 mm glass NMR tube at three different
hydrogen pressures by acquiring a spectrum every 5 s while
continuously bubbling para-enriched hydrogen gas into
a 400 ml reaction solution at 50 mL min@1. The time depend-
ences of the dimethyl maleate and dimethyl succinate peak
integrals are plotted in Figure 4, and show signal build-up and
decay for both reaction products. The peak widths are
expected to give a precise measure of the relaxation time of
the observable coherences (T2) since there is no additional
line broadening from magnetic susceptibility inhomogeneity.
The relaxation times were measured to be 0.7 s for maleate,
and 0.5 s for succinate. Since we observe the molecules in

Figure 3. The dimethyl maleate and dimethyl succinate J-couplings
used to generate the simulated spectra in Figure 2. Couplings to the
methyl protons were not included in simulations. The red dot indicates
which proton pair in dimethyl succinate is thought to originate from
parahydrogen.

Figure 2. Top: the chemical reaction under investigation. DMAD is
doubly hydrogenated in the reaction. Natural isotopic abundance
DMAD is used (2.2% 13C nuclei in the position indicated by the
asterisk and its symmetric counterpart). 13C in other positions gives
peaks at frequencies outside the displayed window. Bottom: a represen-
tative spectrum (black) acquired with 32 transients during the chem-
ical reaction in a titanium tube. A simulated spectrum is shown
beneath. The 1JCH coupling dominates in each molecule, producing
groups of peaks around 167 Hz (J) for the CH group of maleate, and
approximately 200 Hz (3J/2) for the CH2 group in succinate. There are
noise peaks at 50 n Hz (n = 0,1,2…) from the line noise and its
overtones, as well as at 100n:27 Hz (marked with an asterisk), which
arise from the QuSpin’s 923 Hz internal modulation mixing with the
line noise. There is also a peak at 147.3 Hz (and 294.6 Hz) marked
with a dagger, which comes from the molecules in which there is a 13C
spin in one or both of the methyl groups; this is discussed further in
the Supporting Information.

Figure 4. The time-dependence of the maleate (blue squares) and
succinate (magenta circles) NMR signals is shown for reactions
carried out at three p-H2 pressures. Signals were acquired during
continuous p-H2 bubbling, and each data point was generated by
integrating the indicated signal. See the Materials and Methods
section of the Supporting Information for further details. The succinate
peak integrals are lower than those for maleate because hyperpolarized
succinate is in lower concentration in each scan, and there are more
lines in the J-spectra but only one is integrated. Error bars are the
standard error on the peak fitting, but are mostly contained within the
plot markers. Note that since each pulse converts all available spin
order into observable coherences, the signal observed in each scan
represents the concentration of product formed since the previous
scan, rather than total concentration of product molecules.
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which a proton is directly bound to a 13C, the proximity of the
spins in space suggests the relatively rapid relaxation is likely
dominated by the fluctuating intra-pair dipole–dipole cou-
pling. We have not measured the relaxation time constant of
populations in this system (T1). The maleate signals addition-
ally decay as the species is further hydrogenated into
succinate. It should be noted that the application of the
magnetic field pulse to observe the reaction products destroys
the signals, and so neglecting relaxation effects, the signal
seen in each scan corresponds only to the product formed
after the previous pulse.

The experiment was then repeated for a 2 mL sample in
a titanium tube (12 mm outer diameter, 10 mm inner diam-
eter), using parahydrogen pressurized at 5 bar. The peak
integrals are plotted in Figure 5, alongside a schematic
showing the metal tube. The product peaks are visible for
a longer duration because a larger sample volume was used,
but the p-H2 flow rate was the same.

Hydrogenation of DMAD over cationic Rh catalysts is
known to proceed via syn-addition of two hydrogen atoms to
the carbon-carbon triple bond, giving predominantly dimeth-
yl maleate, the cis-conformer of the product molecule. The
latter possesses a carbon-carbon double bond and can be
hydrogenated further to dimethyl succinate. Both the spectra
(Figure 2) and the kinetics (Figure 4, Figure 5), are in agree-
ment with this reaction mechanism.[51, 52] At the same time, it
should be noted that for hyperpolarized molecules the
nuclear spin relaxation processes mentioned above signifi-
cantly affect the integrated NMR signal intensities which, as
a result, are not proportional to respective concentrations.
Therefore, a quantitative analysis of the kinetic traces
presented in Figure 4, Figure 5 is not trivial, and is beyond
the scope of this study. Nevertheless, some useful information
on this reacting system can be obtained even from a qual-
itative data analysis.

Firstly, it is seen that the reaction timescale depends
measurably on the availability of H2 in the system—at higher
pressures it takes less time for the reaction to complete

(Figure 4), whereas increasing the reaction volume at the
same pressure and flow rate of H2 slows the reaction down
(Figure 5 vs. Figure 4b). These observations are in accord
with the accepted reaction mechanism for hydrogenation over
cationic rhodium complexes, in which coordination of the
unsaturated substrate to the complex takes place first,
followed by the oxidative addition of H2 in the rate-
determining step.[53–56] Higher H2 pressures and smaller
sample volumes lead to higher concentrations of dissolved
H2 and accelerate the reaction.

Secondly, it is known that alkynes coordinate to metal
complexes more strongly than alkenes, which has two
opposing consequences for hydrogenation. For most catalysts,
stronger binding of the alkyne results in a lower intrinsic rate
of hydrogenation compared to that for the corresponding
alkenes.[53, 57] However, when both are present in the reaction
system, stronger binding of alkyne allows it to outcompete the
alkene in binding to the catalyst, which can result in high
selectivities toward alkene production in selective alkyne
hydrogenation even at high alkyne conversions.[52, 58] This type
of behavior can be seen in Figure 5. Remarkably, almost no
dimethyl succinate formation is observed within around the
first 200 s of the reaction; during this time interval the NMR
spectra are dominated by the signals of hyperpolarized
dimethyl maleate. Only after about 200 s of reaction, the
signals of dimethyl succinate start to increase sharply,
signifying the moment when DMAD is essentially consumed
and competition for the active center is over.

A number of experimental parameters determine how
efficient the competition for the metal center between alkyne
and alkene is, including hydrogen pressure and the alkyne/
catalyst ratio.[59] In particular, for higher H2 pressures the
hydrogenation events proceed faster (cf. Figure 4), implying
that the dimethyl maleate molecule which was just formed on
the catalytic center and still remains bound to the catalyst has
a larger probability to be hydrogenated further to dimethyl
succinate before it is kicked out from the catalyst by a DMAD
molecule. The onset of dimethyl succinate formation quite
early in the DMAD hydrogenation reaction was observed, for
instance, in a recent NMR study which used DMAD hyper-
polarized by dissolution DNP.[60] The DMAD/catalyst ratio in
that study was around 5-fold lower compared to our work,
and besides the catalyst was undergoing activation during the
measurements.

Next we compare the spectra detected while continually
bubbling parahydrogen gas during signal acquisition to the
ones in which gas flow was stopped before signal acquisition
was started. This comparison clearly shows that in high-field
NMR (Figure 6a) the sample heterogeneity induced by
bubbling gas through the sample reduces the spectral
resolution dramatically compared to homogeneous samples.
We repeated these experiments at zero-field, with the
heterogeneous-sample experiment performed in the titanium
tube using 10 bar of parahydrogen gas. The results shown in
Figure 6b clearly demonstrate that in ZULF NMR the
spectral resolution is largely immune to heterogeneities
produced by gas bubbling during signal acquisition.

Using a titanium tube allowed for reactions to be carried
out at higher pressure than was possible with the glass tubes.

Figure 5. The time-dependence of the maleate (blue squares) and
succinate (magenta circles) NMR signals, for a reaction carried out at
5 bar p-H2 pressure in a titanium tube (shown to the right). Signals
were acquired during continuous bubbling. The signals persist for
longer than in Figure 4b because the sample volume here was larger
by a factor of five. The signals observed here are marginally lower in
amplitude than those shown in Figure 4b due to the difference in
distance between the magnetometer and sample. See the Materials
and Methods section of the Supporting Information for details.
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As mentioned in the Introduction, this is possible using
ZULF NMR due to the larger skin depth for conductive
metals at lower frequencies. Titanium was chosen as a non-
magnetic metal, but we anticipate that other metals may be
appropriate (perhaps after degaussing). Considering that
industrial reactors are typically operated at high temperatures
and pressures that are only practically attainable in metal
containers, ZULF NMR is uniquely capable of non-invasive
reaction monitoring under realistic conditions. Metal reactors
would be indispensable for studying such industrially impor-
tant reactions as synthesis of liquid hydrocarbons from H2/CO
synthesis gas in the Fischer–Tropsch process (pressures of
several tens of bar), or production of ammonia from N2 and
H2 in the Haber-Bosch process (several hundred bar).

In high-field NMR, nuclear spins are polarized by the
large magnetic field; in zero-field NMR of bulk samples, an
external source of nuclear spin polarization is required. We
used chemical reaction with para-enriched hydrogen gas for
this demonstration; a number of alternative approaches have
been shown in the context of ZULF NMR.[36,61] A closely
related analogue to hydrogenative PHIP (including its
heterogeneous version[62]) is signal amplification by reversible

exchange (SABRE),[63–65] in which the hyperpolarized spin
order of para-enriched hydrogen is transferred to other
molecules via reversible exchange on a suitable metal-
containing catalyst. Another option is to pre-polarize the
molecules in an external magnetic field prior to detection.
The field of hyperpolarized NMR is growing rapidly, and yet
more polarization techniques are being explored for applica-
tion to ZULF NMR.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated zero-field NMR
spectroscopy as a method for reaction monitoring with
chemical specificity by detecting the hydrogenation of
molecules with para-enriched hydrogen gas. We were able
to extract J-couplings and their relative signs from the zero-
field spectra. For these experiments a commercial atomic
magnetometer was used for signal detection. The advantages
of this analytical technique are the ability to observe samples
in metal containers, and to maintain spectral resolution in
samples exhibiting inhomogeneous magnetic susceptibility.
We expect that if the spin relaxation times are measured,
quantitative kinetic parameters can be extracted using this
technique. We anticipate that ZULF NMR will find applica-
tion in the field of catalysis for operando and in situ reaction
monitoring, as well as the study of chemical reaction
mechanisms under realistic conditions. We are exploring the
possibility of implementing an array of magnetic sensors
around a reactor for spatially resolved chemical kinetics
monitoring.
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